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Abstract. Wave steepness is presented as an
extension and a valuable add-on to the
conventional set of sea state parameters
retrieved from satellite altimetry data. Following
physical model based on recent advances of
weak turbulence theory wave steepness is
estimated from directly measured spatial
gradient of wave height. In this way the method
works with altimetry trajectories rather than
with point-wise data. Moreover, in contrast to
widely used parametric models this approach
provides us with instantaneous values of wave
steepness and period. Relevance of single-track
estimates of wave steepness (period) is shown
for wave climate studies and confirmed by a
simple probabilistic model. The approach is
verified via comparison against buoy and
satellite data including crossover points for
standard 1 second data of Ku-band altimeters.
High quality of the physical model
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and robustness of the parametric ones are exam-
ined in terms of global wave statistics. Prospects
and relevance of both approaches in the ocean
wave climate studies are discussed.

1 Introduction

Sea waves is a complex physical phenomenon that af-
fects (and is affected by) a number of processes in a
wide range of spatial and temporal scales: from small-
scale turbulence to large-scale ocean circulation. Wind
waves which are driven mostly by local winds contribute
to the ocean dynamics at relatively short scales of stormy
regions while ocean swells transfer energy over thou-
sands of miles [e.g. from the Roaring Forties to the
Northern Pacific, see [Snodgrass et al., 1966] and thus
can be regarded as a large-scale process.

Conventional in situ measurements are not always
relevant to the physical phenomenon of sea waves be-
ing essentially local, scarce in time and space, and not
accurate enough [e.g. Gulev and Grigorieva, 2003]. In
most cases this data provides two key wave param-
eters (sometimes, along with wind observations) for
prediction and diagnosis of wind-wave coupling: signif-



icant wave height and wave period (mean, peak, zero-
crossing etc.).

Remote sensing methods do not measure sea waves
directly. Two general approaches are used to convert
the measurable quantities into characteristics of sea
state. Firstly, the conventional procedures of calibra-
tion and validation provide a basis for empirical models
of sea state from remote sensing data. An alterna-
tive way relies upon essential physical links between
the measured parameters and those being estimated.
The latter approach leads to the development of phys-
ical models of sea state [Badulin, 2014]. These two
approaches are widely used in satellite altimetry both
individually and more often in a combination.

The model of electromagnetic scattering by a gaus-
sian random sea surface provides a reference shape of
the altimeter echo [Brown, 1977]. As the very first ap-
proximation the sea state parameters can be retrieved
through fitting the measured echo to this shape [e.g.
Barrick and Lipa, 1985]. The tangent of the leading
edge of the echo is associated with significant wave
height Hs : the sea is rougher, the edge is less steep.
The normalized radar cross-section σ0 is another pa-
rameter measured directly which is affected heavily by
the sea surface roughness, sea spray from wave break-



ing, sea surface pollution etc. The latter makes Hs

and σ0 essentially correlated and constrains the ap-
plication of the pair (Hs , σ0) for empirical models of
wind speed and wave period (see discussion in [Badulin,
2014]). This correlation can be regarded as a spurious
one which effect is difficult to be controlled and evalu-
ated.

Wave height Hs and its spatial gradient ∇Hs were
suggested in the physical model by Badulin, [2014,
hereinafter B14], as a new combination of measured
parameters that leads to the following expression for
the spectral peak period Tp [Badulin, 2014, equation
6]

Tp = 21/5πα
−3/10
ss

√
Hs/g |∇Hs |−1/10. (1)

The expression (1) does not refer to any empirical
quantities but to the gravity acceleration g and the di-
mensionless physical parameter αss which is a direct
equivalent of the fundamental Kolmogorov-Zakharov
constant in the theory of wave turbulence [Zakharovet
al., 1992; Badulin et al., 2007; Badulin and Zakharov,
2017]. It controls the essential physical link of the wave
field where nonlinear transfer due to wave-wave interac-
tions dominates over wind forcing and wave dissipation.
For the growing wind sea it relates total wave energy



(wave height) to total wave input (spectral flux to/from
waves). The value of αss has been evaluated numer-
ically by Badulin et al., [2008] and Gagnaire-Renou,
Benoit and Badulin, [2011] and related to more than
20 experiments by Badulin et al. [2007]. The estimate
αss = 0.67 [Gagnaire-Renou et al., 2011] is used in
this study. Technically two crossover measurements of
satellite altimeters are required for obtaining the vector
module |∇Hs | in (1) and thus for an accurate estimate
of wave period. Fortunately, low exponent 1/10 mit-
igates this requirement making the along-track mea-
surements by a single altimeter acceptable in many
cases of interest.

Being rewritten for µ the model [Badulin, 2014] pro-
vides a remarkably simple dependence on spatial gradi-
ent ∇Hs

µ =
α

3/5
ss

22/5
|∇Hs |1/5 ≈ 0.596 |∇Hs |1/5 (2)

Here and after we refer to the steepness definition based
on integral parameters of sea state, namely peak period



Tp and significant wave height Hs

µ =
π2Hs

gT 2
p

. (3)

The measured Hs and empirically estimated Tp in (3)
can be essentially correlated while the alternative es-
timate (2) of wave steepness is free of any spurious
correlations. The accuracy of the gradient ∇Hs mea-
surements by altimetry can be improved with the mod-
ern technologies. Additionally, the gradient is less bi-
ased compared to wave height Hs itself because it is
computed by subtracting two consecutive values which
removes Hs systematic error. Thus, the passage to the
tandem (Hs ,∇Hs) is seen as a conceptual step that
introduces “a theoretical” wave steepness (2) into the
conventional set of sea state parameters. This issue of
prospective studies of sea waves has not been presented
before in [Badulin, 2014]. Also the method itself has
not been substantiated properly by comparison with in
situ data. The paper is aimed to fill in this gap.

We begin with the discussion of the model [Badulin,
2014] in terms of the analogy with the model of geo-
strophic currents in order to specify advantages and dis-
advantages of the novel approach. The new method is



validated on Globwave satellite altimetry data
(http://globwave.ifremer.fr). We demonstrate the cor-
respondence of the results to the today’s understanding
of sea wave climatology [Gulev and Grigorieva, 2003]
as well as “device-independent features” of the new
approach. Global maps of wave steepness are pre-
sented and analyzed. Possible applications of the new
approach in reconstructions of wind wave climate are
discussed. The paper is summarized by the discussion
of the prospects of the new method.

2 Two Models – One Principle for Satel-

lite Altimetry

In this section we discuss two physical models of satel-
lite altimetry both based on along-track gradients of
parameters measured by altimeter.

2.1 Gradients of Sea Surface Height for Moni-
toring Geostrophic Currents

The well-known method of dynamical heights for large-
scale currents (Figure 1, left) considers the geostrophic
balance of the gravity and the Coriolis forces

http://globwave.ifremer.fr
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2ΩUn sinφ = −g
∂η

∂s
s (4)

where 2Ω = f is the Coriolis parameter and φ is the
latitude of the site of measurements. The general ex-
pression (4) says that the along-track derivative of the
hydrodynamic pressure produced by variations of sur-
face elevation η (g being gravity acceleration, the tan-
gent unit vector s) is balanced by the horizontal compo-
nent of the current velocity Un which is normal to the
track (the normal vector n in eq. (4). A single satellite
track provides the only along-track component of the
pressure field gradient (more specifically, sea surface
elevation relatively to equipotential level) and hence a
single component of the velocity Un = Un in the cross-
track direction. The full vector U can be derived from
two intersecting tracks. Obviously, time interval be-
tween these two consecutive along-track measurements
should be small enough.

Linearity of the basic relation (4) between measured
(surface elevation η) and estimated (current velocity
U) values can be considered as a fortunate coincidence.
In this case, the relationship between the errors in sea
level measurements and the accuracy of geostrophic
current estimates is very simple. Theoretically, the ac-



curacy of the estimates of geostrophic currents is lim-
ited by wavelength of the sounding pulse [Dumont et
al., 2011] that is approximately 2.2 cm for the Ku-band
and 0.8 cm for the recently launched Ka-band altime-
ter SARAL/AltiKa. An additional advantage of this
method comes from spatial scales of the phenomenon
under study (large-scale currents) being large enough
to reduce noise of altimeter data when averaged.

2.2 Gradients of Sea Wave Height for Wave
Studies

Sea wave measurements require significantly shorter
scales of averaging (both in time and space). The cor-
responding data is noisier and thus incomparably less
accurate. However the accuracy of significant wave
height measured by modern altimeters is better than
20 cm which is close to the accuracy of ocean buoys or
better than one of visual observations [e.g. Dumont et
al., 2011].

Figure 1 illustrates a similarity of physical princi-
ples of altimetry measurements of large-scale currents
(previous section and eq.(4) and wave steepness with
the model [Badulin, 2014] (2). Measurements in two
consecutive points give an estimate of the correspond-



ing directional derivative. For the geostrophic current
this derivative is converted to the cross-track compo-
nent of current velocity via linear relationship (4). A
similar but heavily nonlinear conversion (2) of an un-
specified projection of a spatial gradient gives a lower-
bound estimate of wave steepness µ. The full vector
∇Hs and hence a “full” wave steepness µ can be ob-
tained in crossover points of two altimeters. These
cases are really rare because of the spatial and tem-
poral requirements for mismatch in sea waves. Glob-
wave database accepts mismatch of 30 minutes in time
and 50 kilometers in space for the crossover points
(http://globwave.ifremer.fr/products/globwave-satellite-
data/satellite-crossovers) while spatial and temporal scales
of wave field variability can be essentially shorter. The
issue of physical scales becomes of key importance when
considering the relevance of the method.

2.3 Physical Constraints for Altimetry Measure-
ments of Sea State

A certain hierarchy of physical scales is implied for the
model B14 validity. The realization of the method
should respect this ranking in options of measurements,
and data processing.

http://globwave.ifremer.fr/products/globwave-satellite-data/satellite-crossovers
http://globwave.ifremer.fr/products/globwave-satellite-data/satellite-crossovers


A characteristic wavelength λ (wave period Tp) is
the shortest physical scale within the weakly nonlinear
statistical description of water waves where the physical
scale of wave-wave interactions obeys the well-known
relationship [Hasselmann, 1962]

Lnl =
1

4πCnl
µ−4λ. (5)

Even rather high steepness µ ' 0.1 gives a large fac-
tor 104 in (5) that induces a long-lasted discussion on
the relevance of statistical approach for wind-driven
seas. In fact, the accurate estimate of the coefficient
Cnl ' 102 in (5) reduces the scale of wave-wave inter-
actions by two orders of magnitude [see Zakharov and
Badulin, 2011 eqs.21,22]. For wavelength 50 meters
and moderate µ = 0.05 one has Lnl = 6.36 km which
is a reasonable value for the theory to be valid.

Similar estimates of scales of wind wave growth from
existing parametric models [e.g. Cavaleri et al., 2007]
generally leads to the following relationship

Lwind ∼
ρw
ρa

λ

4π

1

Cwind (ω/ω0 − 1)n
(6)

with large ratio ρw/ρa (ρw and ρa are water and air
densities) and relatively small dimensionless coefficient



Cwind ' 0.1. Characteristic frequency ω0 is usually
associated with spectral peak and the exponent 1 ≤
n ≤ 2. For wave input parameterization by [Donelan
and Pierson, 1987] Cwind = 0.194, n = 2, the same
wavelength λ = 50 m and inverse wave age ω/ω0 = 2
one has Lwind = 16 km. More conservative wave input
function by [Hsiao and Shemdin, 1983] (Cwind = 0.12)
gives Lwind ≈ 25.5 km. The quantitative comparison
of Lnl and Lwind leads to a key realization: wind wave
growth occurs at scales which are, typically, longer (or
even much longer) than scales of nonlinear relaxation
of water waves (see Figure 3 in [Zakharov and Badulin,
2011]). It justifies validity of the asymptotic theory
of wave growth [Badulin et al., 2007; Zakharov, 2010]
when

Lnl � Lwind. (7)

The satellite altimetry assumes a sufficiently large
footprint La of few kilometers. To be consistent with
the statistical description of sea wave field La should
be close or larger than the scale of the wave field relax-
ation associated with the fastest physical mechanism
of wave-wave interactions, i.e.

La ≥ Lnl .



A new physical scale ∆L appears when computing spa-
tial gradient of wave height Hs between two consecutive
footprints. This scale should be close to or larger than
the footprint size La to ensure independence of two
consecutive measurements. On the other hand, ∆L
should be less (much less) than the scale of wave field
variations associated with wind input and dissipation.
Finally, we come to the following sequence of physical
scales (cf. B14, eq.11)

Lnl ≤ La ≤ ∆L� Lwind (8)

In practice, the formal requirement “much less” (�)
at the very end of the sequence (8) can be replaced by
a more flexible condition of simple inequality but the
gap between two key physical scales of sea state, Lnl
and Lwind, should exist and scales of altimeter mea-
surements, La and ∆L, should fall into this gap for
the method to work. The critical point of conditions
(8) is an essential dependence of the scales involved
on sea state and first of all on wavelength λ and wave
steepness µ (Hs and Tp). As shown in this paper (see
also B14 the standard 1 second data assimilated in the
databases of Ku-band satellite altimetry (e.g. Glob-
wave) are likely relevant to the scaling (8) for wind-
driven seas and thus can be used for estimating wave

http://globwave.ifremer.fr
http://globwave.ifremer.fr


steepness and wave period. Long and smooth waves
(µ . 0.03) does not meet the requirements of the
method and their steepness cannot be assessed with
the method discussed. Thus, our approach being selec-
tive in physical scales can filter off particular features of
sea state making “visible” only a fraction of the wind-
driven seas. This point should be taken into account in
areas where wind waves co-exist with pronounced swell,
the so-called “swell pools” [Chen et al., 2012].

Our experiments with high rate altimetry data (20
Hz, SGDR – Sensor Geophysical Data Record format)
have not shown essential difference in estimates of wave
steepness and period corresponding to spatial averaging
in a range 3–15 km. Strictly speaking, the averaging of
20 Hz data in time is not correct because of nonlinearity
of dependence of the estimated wave height Hs on the
altimeter pulse shape. In order to solve this issue proper
analysis of individual waveforms (for Envisat RA-2 1800
Hz) is required which is out of the scope of the current
study.

The parametric models of sea state from altime-
try data operating with one-point measurements [e.g.
Gommenginger et al., 2003; Mackay et al., 2008] of
Hs and σ0 are formally free of the restrictions like
those of the physical model B14. But inherent spu-



rious correlation of the measured characteristics bind
the performance of a parametric approach when us-
ing two-parametric (multi-parametric) dependency. In
case of the pair (Hs , σ0) the anticorrelation has a phys-
ical explanation: higher waves provoke more frequent
breaking and, thus, lower reflection from the sea sur-
face (lower σ0). Implicit limitations and drawbacks of
parametric approaches will be discussed below for the
model by Gommenginger et al., [2003, hereinafter G03].

In fact, the parametric models represent the best fit
of estimates to in situ buoy measurements. Therefore,
these models provide a sort of climatological approx-
imation “killing” an essential variability of the wave
steepness and period. On the contrary instantaneously
measured Hs , ∇Hs in the physical model B14 preserve
the natural variability of estimated parameters.

The above physical model scaling considers an ideal-
ized case of wave development in a stationary spatially
homogeneous sea while a number of physical effects
can limit or even cancel the model validity in the real
ocean. The effect of large-scale current on wind waves
can be evaluated within the geometric optics approach
[Voronovich, 1976]. The large-scale current gradient
∇U forces waves to change their length (wave period)
and amplitude. For small variations the relationship is



quite simple

|∇Hs |
Hs

' |∇U|
C

(9)

with C = g/ω being wave phase speed. Similar esti-
mate of wave height gradient in the model (2) gives

∇Hs

Hs
≈ 3.33

ω

C
µ4 (10)

In order to separate wind and current effects the
dimensionless values |∇U|/ω and µ4 should be com-
pared. For |∇U| = 10−6s−1 (1 m/s per 1000 km) and
ω = 0.3 s−1 (≈ 30 meters wavelength) the critical
steepness is µcrit ≈ 0.03 that corresponds to rather
smooth swell sea. Higher gradient |∇U| = 10−5s−1

(1m/s per 100 km) observed in the areas with inten-
sive currents results in the value µcrit ≈ 0.056 which
makes the model (2) still applicable in this case.

The problems multiply with the complexity of esti-
mates of wave steepness for the seaside region. To val-
idate the B14 model in the near-shore area, one must
consider a number of physical processes (and corre-
sponding scales) that affect wave evolution. What is
more, the proximity of the coastline implies special cor-
rections for altimeter standard products [Vignudelli et



al., 2011]. This research focuses on the global clima-
tology of sea waves, therefore, method validation is
carried out under open sea conditions (farther than 50
km to the shoreline).

3 Two Approaches for Wave Studies in

Altimetry Data

In this section the features of the parametric and phys-
ical approaches are demonstrated for Globwave data
[see also Gavrikov et al., 2016] via comparison with
buoy data and crossovers from different altimeters.

3.1 Satellite/Buoy Match-ups. Validity Test for
the Pair (Hs ,∇Hs)

The Globwave database of match-ups accepts buoy
and altimeter measurements within the 60 km and 60
minute span. In order to meet the requirements of
the physical constraints stated in section 2.3. Physical
constraints for altimetry measurements of sea state,
a more rigorous quality control was applied. Match-
up distance has been reduced to 30 km and the time
mismatch of buoy and satellite measurements — to



30 minutes. Only the altimetry data with quality flags
“good” in three consecutive points were used for com-
putation of along-track components of the gradient
∇Hs . The described constraints have reduced the num-
ber of analysed Envisat records to 155 in 2011.

Figure 2 demonstrates results of the comparison of
wave parameters from NDBC and Envisat data. Fig-
ure 2a shows a good agreement for SWH. Mean-over-
spectrum wave periods retrieved by the G03 model give
an expected correspondence with NDBC measurements
(Figure 2b). The root-mean-square deviation of the es-
timates does not exceed 1 second. Similar scatterplot
of the wave period with the B14 model (Figure 2c)
demonstrates a larger dispersion. Nevertheless this dis-
persion cannot be regarded as the model error only:
comparison of wave periods provided by G03 and B14
in Figure 2d demonstrates good correspondence of the
two models based on essentially different principles.
Note, that the parametric model G03 (Figure 2b) op-
erates with the mean-over-spectrum period Tm while
the B14 model (2) refers to the spectral peak period
Tp, which in general exceeds Tm by 10–20% [Babanin
and Soloviev, 1998].



Figure 2. Scatter diagrams for altimeter (Envisat,
2011) and in situ NDBC buoys measurements for the Glob-
wave database of match-ups. a) – significant wave heights
(SWH); b) – mean-over-spectrum wave periods Tm mea-
sured by buoys (abscissa) and altimeter (ordinate) esti-
mated by the parametric model G03; c) – mean-over-
spectrum wave periods Tm measured by buoys (abscissa)
and altimeter (ordinate) estimated by the physical model
B14; d) – wave periods of G03 vs those of B14 model.



3.2 Satellite Crossovers. Full-gradient and Single-
track Estimates of Wave Steepness and Periods

Altimeter crossovers are computed for pairs of satellites
in order to provide a comprehensive dataset of coinci-
dent measurements that can be used to monitor the
quality of each sensor and improve their calibration.
In the context of the model B14 this data enables to
evaluate a full gradient ∇Hs as a vector sum of two
single-track estimates and thus to get a “full” (not a
single-track) estimate of wave steepness (2) and period
Tp (1). We set the mismatch of satellite measurements
to be rc = 5 km in space and tc = 900 s in time in order
to meet physical constraints discussed in the above sec-
tions. The assumed characteristic scales of wave field
homogeneity and stationarity rc , tc are determined by a
simple relationship rc = tc×Cwaves where a characteris-
tic speed Cwaves ≈ 5.6 m·s−1 corresponds to the group
velocity of deep water waves with period Tp ≈ 7.2 s
(wavelength λ ≈ 75 meters). This restriction along
with quality flags “good” for three consecutive mea-
surements near a crossover point gives 653 records for
the pair Envisat-Jason-1 for the year 2011 for latitudes
60◦S – 60◦N.

Figure 3a,b show a good agreement for the conven-





Figure 3. Measurements of Jason-1 and Envisat for
the year 2011, totally 653 in cross-over points. Scatter di-
agrams for a) – significant wave height; b) – normalized
radar cross-section; c) – single-track estimates of wave pe-
riods by the model B14; d) – “full” estimate of wave pe-
riod T full

B14 vs mean-over spectrum wave period TG03 of the
model G03 in crossover points; e, f) – histograms of the
ratio µtr/µfull (single-track to the full-gradient estimates)
for Envisat (left) and Jason-1 (right) in crossover points.
Solid line shows distribution for the probabilistic model (12)
of the measured single-track µtrack with evenly distributed
angles between satellite track and wave height spatial gra-
dient ∇Hs .

tional pair (Hs ,σ0) measured with different altimeters.
Single-track estimates of wave periods by Envisat and
Jason-1 with the model B14 also demonstrate a reason-
able correspondence
(Figure 3c). Full gradient ∇Hs assessment in cross-
over points again gives remarkably good consistence
of models of wave period G03 and B14 (Figure 2d).
The “full” peak period Tp from the B14 model ap-
pears to be approximately 15% higher than the mean
wave period of G03 in full agreement with the remarks
of the previous paragraph and findings of [Babanin and
Soloviev, 1998].

The bottom row presents probability density func-
tions (hereinafter PDF) of the ratio µtrack/µfull of single-



track µtrack and “full” µfull wave steepness for Envisat
(Figure 3e) and Jason-1 (Figure 3f). According to (2)

the ratio s = µtrack/µfull is proportional to (cos θ)1/5

(θ is angle between gradient ∇Hs and track direction,
see right Figure 1 and cannot be greater than 1. We
also assume 0 ≤ θ ≤ π/2 because of modulo in (2)
and evenness of cosine function. Probability pθ(θ) for
angle θ can be easily converted into dependence on this
directional factor s:

ps(s) = pθ(θ(s))

∣∣∣∣dθds

∣∣∣∣ = pθ(θ(s))
5s4

√
1− s10

(11)

The uniform (equiprobable) distribution pθ(θ) = 2/π

(PDF is normalized by
∫ π/2

0 pθ(θ)dθ = 1) recasted into
ps(s) ≡ ps(µtr/µfull) is shown in Figure 3e,f by solid
lines. It demonstrates quite close correspondence with
histograms for both Jason-1 and Envisat distributions.
Theoretical ps (see (11) gives probability 85% of the
ratio µtrack/µfull to be 0.75 or higher, i.e. 85% of single-
track measurements underestimate “full” magnitude of
wave steepness µfull by less than 25%. An alternative
characteristics of quality of single-track measurements
of wave steepness can be given in terms of probabilistic
mean



〈s〉 =

〈
µtr

µvfull

〉
=

∫ 1

0
sps(s)

5s4ds√
1− s10

(12)

For uniform distribution pθ = 2/π one has 〈s〉 ≈
0.88 that makes the single-track estimates acceptable
in many cases of interest, say, for global mapping of
wave steepness.

The difference between two missions in histograms
can be easily explained by domination of zonal circu-
lation over the meridional. As a result, the polar or-
bit of Envisat (orbit inclination 98.6◦) exhibits more
anisotropic effect of the wind field as compared to
Jason-1 (orbit inclination 66◦). In this way the particu-
lar features of satellite missions (e.g. orbit inclination)
can reduce the accuracy of the single-track estimates
of global steepness.

Nevertheless the single-track estimates provide rather
good reference for the “full” wave steepness and wave
period. These estimates can be used as an extension
of conventional altimetry of sea state parameters par-
ticularly in the context of wave climatology.



3.3 Gradient Measurements for Studies of Wave
Dynamics

As indicated above two models of wave period based on
quite different physical principles demonstrate a quan-
titative agreement. In this regard the new approach
with the pair (Hs ,∇Hs) looks an unreasonable com-
plicacy because of computations of spatial gradients
∇Hs that potentially leads to the loss of accuracy. The
strongest argument for the novel approach is in addi-
tional information provided by along-track variations of
the measured parameters. The structured records allow
for tracking wave dynamics, thus, extending “static”
wave parameters of point-wise data collections.

Figure 4 presents PDFs of wave parameters with
pairs (Hs ,σ0) (left column) and (Hs ,∇Hs) (right) for
three altimetry missions: ERS-2 (1995–2011), Envisat
(2002–2012) and Jason-1 (2001–2013) for 2007 when
all of them were operating. Only data with quality flags
“good” for latitudes 60◦S – 60◦N have been consid-
ered. Measurements of ERS-2 are absent in the South-
ern hemisphere during 2007. Estimates for year 1998
with full coverage did not show a visible difference in
wave steepness probability for the Southern and North-
ern hemispheres. While all altimeters provide quite





Figure 4. PDFs for a) – normalized radar cross-section
σ0; b) – significant wave height Hs ; c) – wave period
TG03 for the model G03; d) – wave period TB14 for the
model B14; e) – wave steepness for the model G03; f)
– wave steepness for the model B14; g) – dimensionless
wave height gHs/U2

alt) vs wave age gTG03/(2πUalt) for the

model G03; h) – dimensionless wave height gHs/U2
alt) vs

wave age gTB14/(2πUalt) for the model B14.

close smooth PDFs for Hs (Figure 4b) the PDFs of
the normalized radar cross-section σ0 (Figure 4a) show
a number of problems. The ERS-2 distribution (red
curve) has pronounced peaks which look like artifacts
due to inaccurate data processing. The Envisat curve
(blue) can be seen as a smoothed approximation of the
ERS-2 PDF but it still has twin-peak peculiarity near
the distribution extremes. The Jason-1 dramatically
differs from the two cases being smoother and with a
single maximum shifted to higher σ0.

Calibration/validation procedures (individual for each
altimeter) does not reveal this evident shortcoming of
retrieval σ0 from altimeter pulses when being used for
parameterization of wave periods and near-surface wind.
In Figure 4c the distribution of wave periods estimated
with the σ0-based G03 model looks quite regular: pro-
nounced oscillations of the σ0 PDF in Figure 4a disap-



pear. Possible explanation of this effect can be found
in a strong correlation of Hs and σ0: their combina-
tion σ0H2

s in the resulting expression for wave period
[eq.4 in Gommenginger et al., 2003, σ0 – the normal-
ized radar cross-section in the authentic non-dB form]
compensates the oscillations. While these peaks disap-
pear in PDF of wave period they still remain visible for
wave steepness of ERS-2 in Figure 4e.

The pair (Hs ,∇Hs) provides smooth patterns for es-
timates of wave periods (Figure 4d) with a lag of the
ERS-2 curve and, what is more important, with essen-
tially wider distributions in comparison with the G03
estimates (Figure 4c). The distribution for wave steep-
ness in Figure 4f reveals another issue which is a high
noise of wave height gradient. It makes estimates of
wave steepness from the ERS-2 data useless while those
of wave period remain acceptable because of lower ex-
ponent 1/10 in (1).

Comparison of the wave steepness distributions shows
qualitative disagreement of the conventional pair (Hs ,σ0)
and the new one (Hs ,∇Hs) (Figure 4e,f). In both cases
distributions are localized in approximately the same
range 0.05 < µ < 0.1 but the “conventional” esti-
mate (Figure 4e) gives sharper patterns (note different
scales of ordinates in the panels). Similar sharpening of



PDF for the G03 model can be seen for wave periods
(cf. Figure 4c,d). This qualitative dissimilarity of prob-
abilistic features of B14 and G03 (and more generally
disagreement between physical and parametric models)
reflects conceptual difference of the pairs of measured
quantities (Hs , ∇Hs) or (Hs , σ0). As noted above (see
sect.2.3 the physical model B14 directly assesses in-
stantaneous values based on explicit physical assump-
tions while its parametric counterpart G03 is looking
for the best fit to reference data (e.g. ocean buoys)
of an inherently probabilistic dependence on (Hs , σ0).
In other words, a parametric approach targets to the
most probable estimates rather than the instantaneous
values.

Strong argument for improved relevance of the B14
approach can be found in distributions of dimension-
less wave height and period scaled by wind speed. Fig-
ure 4g,h demonstrate dramatic discrepancy of two ap-
proaches in their ability to reflect sea wave dynamics.
PDF is plotted for dimensionless wave period T̃ =
gTp/(2πUalt) (wave age) and dimensionless wave height

H̃ = gHs/U2
alt. The similar approach based on physi-

cal scale of wind speed [Kitaigorodskii, 1962] is widely
used in sea wave studies [e.g. Hwang et al., 1998;
Cavaleri et al., 2007]. It provides a ground for quan-
titative predictions like the Toba [1972] 3/2 law, 5/3



law of Hasselmann et al. [1976], 4/3 power-law depen-
dence of Zakharov and Zaslavskii [1983] or one of fully
developed sea [Pierson and Moskowitz, 1964]. These
models demonstrate both an effectiveness and a defi-
ciency of the wind speed scaling: a large scatter of ex-
perimental data is observed using dimensionless T̃ and
H̃ [e.g. Donelan et al., 1992; Abdalla and Cavaleri,
2002; Hwang and Wang, 2004]. The scatter reflects a
non-universality of wind-wave coupling when features
of wind over waves (gustiness, stratification etc.) af-
fect the wave growth.

The existing non-universality or in other words di-
versity of wave dynamics in terms of dimensionless T̃
and H̃ is seen when following the B14 approach (Fig-
ure 4h). Power-law dependencies corresponding to the
Toba [1972] 3/2 law (solid line) and to constant values
of wave steepness µ = 0.1 and µ = 0.04 (dashed) are
given for reference in Figure 4h. The distribution pat-
tern covers both cases of rough sea (µ ≈ 0.1) and of
the mature wind sea of Pierson and Moskowitz [1964]
(µ ≈ 0.04). The shrinking of the G03 distribution can
be treated as a corruption of wave physics that implies
rather wide dispersion of the PDF due to diversity of ef-
fects of wave growth. The derivation itself of the para-
metric model [see sect.3 in Gommenginger et al., 2003]



postulates the proximity to a constant wave steepness.
This is not consistent with the dynamical laws predict-
ing a decrease of wave steepness with growing wave
age. Alternatively, a remarkable spreading of the B14
PDF to high wave ages matching the line of the Toba
law can be treated as a manifestation of the effect of
nonlinear transfer to low frequencies [Glazman, 1990].

3.4 Global Distributions of Wave Steepness: A
Snapshot

High quality of altimetry measurements of wave height
Hs and near-surface wind speed Ualt has been demon-
strated in many studies [e.g. Young et al., 2011]. Re-
cently good agreement has been found between global
distributions of wave periods retrieved from altimetry
data and Voluntary Observing Ship data (VOS) [Gavrikov
et al., 2016; Grigorieva and Badulin, 2016]. It provides
us with a ground for incorporating the altimetry data
into conventional climatology of sea waves [Gulev and
Grigorieva, 2003]. In general this climatology operates
with mean values averaged both in space (in coordi-
nate boxes) and time (monthly, annually). The geo-
graphical distributions of mean wave heights and peri-
ods appear quite representative and useful for further
analysis in the context of climate changes [Gulev et al.,



2003; Gulev and Grigorieva, 2006] and wave extremes
[Grigorieva and Gulev, 2008]. Similar global mapping
of wave steepness looks questionable because the lat-
ter varies in an incomparably narrower range than wave
heights or periods.

Figure 5 shows a geographical distribution of wave
steepness in 2011 averaged over boxes 2◦ × 2◦ for En-
visat data. Wave steepness has been estimated with
the model B14 (eq.(2) and top of Figure 5 and the
parametric model G03 (bottom Figure 5 with µ de-
fined by (3). Both maps show similar general patterns
with pronounced latitudinal dependence and maxima in
the Southern and Northern Atlantic and Pacific Ocean.
Along with systematic underestimation of wave steep-
ness by G03 we can also see discrepancies in particu-
lar enclosed basins (Mediterranean, Mexican Gulf etc.)
and marginal seas (e.g. Indonesian seas).

Figure 5 provides a very preliminary look at wave
steepness climatology. Relatively low variability (within
few percents of typical magnitude) does not reflect a
crucial role of this physical parameter in wave dynamics.
In fact such key wave parameters as energy and mo-
mentum fluxes are heavily nonlinear functions of wave
steepness.

Figure 6 demonstrates the key message of the above
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sections on the effect of specific approach (parametric
or physical) on climatological constructions. Proba-
bility density functions are presented for the authentic
data set (Envisat, 2011) of wave steepness (left panel)
and for values averaged over 2◦ × 2◦ coordinate boxes
(right panel). In Figure 6a the physical model B14
(grey) gives a rather wide distribution of the authentic
data (as expected from Figure 4f,h while the parametric
approach G03 contracts the values in a narrow range
0.05–0.08 (black). The physical approach at least dou-
bles this range and thereby reflects an essentially wider
variability of the instantaneous wave steepness. The
parametric model G03 in turn exhibits relatively weak
dispersion of the most probable wave steepness.

The distributions of mean values of wave steepness,
averaged over coordinate boxes 2◦ × 2◦ in Figure 6b,
look remarkably different for the models G03 and B14
(cf. Figure 6a,b). The dispersion of the first one (G03)
remains roughly the same for authentic data while the
width of the sampling B14 distribution squeezes by a
factor

√
N2×2 (N2×2 being the number of data in 2◦×

2◦ coordinate box, N2×2 ≈ 100− 400 in our example).
Such squeezing of the mean value distribution indicates
that the sets of the steepness, evaluated within B14 in
each 2◦× 2◦ box, are the realizations of essentially the
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same random process. However, the best-fit model G03
does not reveal such universality.

This result suggests quite surprising climatological
interpretation:
Climatology of wave steepness is quite indifferent to the
geographical region in contrast to wave height Hs and
period Tp that demonstrate significant regional varia-
tions.

In this way an incorporating wave steepness into
today “classic” wave climatology requires more sub-
tle methods of data analysis. The found universality
of wave steepness climate within the B14 model does
not mean a universality of wave dynamics in space and
time. A thorough analysis of the global wave steepness
distributions with two fundamentally different methods
allows us to broaden our understanding of the wave
dynamics.

4 Discussions

Satellite altimetry is a valuable source of data for ocean
studies. The applications of this data are broad-ranging
though measurements of sea surface elevation remain
the primary goal of the today altimetry. These mea-



surements provide an input for assessments of large-
scale dynamics of the ocean where sea level variations
are considered as a driver of ocean currents together
with the Coriolis force. In this way the field of the vari-
ations, i.e. spatial gradients of sea level are analyzed
and processed.

Recent progress in remote sensing technologies al-
lows measurements of sea wave height and hence its
along-track variations. Potentially these records con-
tain information on along-track wave dynamics but al-
timetry measurements of sea waves continue to be tre-
ated as point-wise, static data. Wave period and near
surface wind speed are retrieved from the data with
statistical methods. However all the parametric models
lead us to the most probable values for a given combi-
nation of directly measured wave height Hs and normal-
ized radar cross-section σ0. Thus valuable information
of the evolution of wave field along the satellite track
is not used. The idea to convert along-track records
of the directly measured wave height Hs into unavail-
able parameters of wind-sea coupling looks promising.
The above mentioned estimates of large-scale currents
by altimetry methods provide an encouraging example
and useful physical analogy.

This analogy is not straightforward as we discussed



the issue above. Dynamical method for large-scale cur-
rents is based on reduction of primitive equations of
geophysical hydrodynamics when a number of terms
are assumed to be small. Negligibility of these terms
can be formulated explicitly (e.g. as a smallness of
the Rossby number). It is not the case of the model
see B14, sect. 2.3. Firstly, this model is based on
a number of assumptions and hypotheses of statisti-
cal theory of wind-driven seas: evolution of the wave
field should be slow enough on scales of wave periods
(wave lengths). Secondly, nonlinear transfer should be
a dominating term in the Hasselmann equation for sim-
ple linking of total (integral) wave input and instanta-
neous sea state [Badulin et al., 2007; Zakharov and
Badulin, 2011. Finally, altimetry measurements (the
footprint and intervals between consecutive soundings)
should provide observability of the above physical link.

The existence of the physical link and subsequent
converting of along-track records into sea state param-
eters implies instantaneous values in contrast to the
most probable assessment by parametric models. This
is an important point that shows promising prospects
for extending our analysis of the altimetry data. The
model B14 does not pretend to check or replace the pre-
viously proposed methods but does provide additional



information. The combination of the parametric [e.g.
G03] and physical B14 models make a ground for ad-
vanced wave climatology where mean (the most prob-
able) parameters of the sea state can be extended by
estimates of their variations.

The key dimensionless parameter of wave dynam-
ics – wave steepness is used extensively in this work.
First, it appears as a result of remarkably simple con-
version (2) of the measured along-track variations of
wave height into essential information on instantaneous
sea state (wave steepness and period). Secondly, we
propose to extend the conventional wave climatology
by this parameter. Global spatial distributions of this
value are presented for the first time, in authors’ knowl-
edge. These distributions discover an intriguing feature
of wave steepness: its geographical climatic variabil-
ity is remarkably low in contrast to conventional wave
parameters (wave height and period) that show pro-
nounced regional (first of all, latitudinal) dependence.
This universality looks promising though it requires fur-
ther thorough analysis.

Simulations of wave field evolution with state-of-the-
art third generation spectral models (WaveWatch III,
WAM etc.) can be used in order to verify results pre-
sented above. These models demonstrate reasonable



performance in reproducing sea state across the globe.
At the same time, the model application at scales of
the altimetry measurements when spatial and tempo-
ral scaling should follow strict physical constraints, re-
quires additional tuning of the model configurations.
Verification of the results of this work within the spec-
tral wave models is a necessary further steps.

5 Conclusions

We summarize the paper by brief overview of its key
points.

1. New physical model of wave steepness is designed
in order to expand the applications of altimetry
data. The model implements the method previ-
ously used for the assessment of large-scale cur-
rents from altimetry based on geostrophic balance.
Both of these approaches are based on the use of
spatial gradients of measurable sea state parame-
ters as an extension or/and an alternative to con-
ventional point-wise characteristics Hs ,σ0 of satel-
lite altimetry. The gradient of significant wave
height Hs can only be partially estimated as an
along-track derivative and thus the routine along-



track altimetry measurements tend to underesti-
mate wave steepness values. The essentially non-
linear dependence (2) makes these estimates ac-
ceptable for wave studies. The results are sup-
ported by data analysis of buoy-altimeter match-
ups and crossover points of altimeters that demon-
strates the relevance of the physical model B14
itself and the applicability of the single-track esti-
mates;

2. The proposed physical model does not contain any
empirical parameters and therefore does not nec-
essarily need to go through calibration. At the
same time the model requires a correspondence on
a number of physical scales. The analysis of stan-
dard 1-second altimetry data reveals consistency
between these scales and those of the today Ku-
band altimeters. It is important to point out that
this does not guarantee the general applicability of
this method, for example, for prospective Ku-band
altimeters (e.g. SARAL/AltiKa) due to possible
issues with fitting the scaling (8). We consider a
good agreement with the standard Ku-band altime-
try data with a certain caution and look forward to
analyze the implication of this method to different
physical scales and new altimetry data;



3. The transparent physics of the new approach en-
sure operations with instantaneous values of the es-
timated sea state parameters (wave steepness and
period). This approach is conceptually different
from widely-used parametric approaches that op-
erate with the best-fit approximation dependencies
and thus provide the most probable estimates for
the point-wise measurements of Hs and σ0. We
considered one of these models — G03] as a repre-
sentative example in order to analyze and specify
the discrepancy of two approaches. According to
our analysis the suggested methods demonstrate a
good agreement for estimated wave steepness and
periods PDFs for different satellite missions. At
the same time the physical model B14 shows wide
distributions of their instantaneous estimates while
the parametric G03 clenches them up. The sharp-
ening of the G03 PDFs for Tp and µ as compared
to those for B14, (see Figure 4) reflects the prob-
abilistic nature of the parametric approach. The
G03 model (as well as other parametric models)
looks for the best fit in a sub-space of just two
measured parameters in, very likely, wider space
of physical arguments that affect wave evolution.
For two-dimensional distributions in dimensionless



wave periods T̃ and heights H̃ (see Figure 4g,h)
the squeezing can be interpreted as a corruption of
inherent features of wind-wave coupling when the
wave steepness appears to be close to a constant
value;

4. Global spatial distribution of wave steepness for
both approaches B14 and G03 has been presented
for the first time. This provides a motivation for
further discussion on potential incorporation of wave
steepness into existing sea wave climatologies. In
contrast to other wave parameters a trivial averag-
ing of the wave steepness was shown to conceal es-
sential features of the presented physical approach.
More subtle procedures are therefore required to
develop the proposed method;

5. The validity of the physical model of wave steep-
ness (2) remains a subject of thorough studies.
Along with the issue of validity of the asymptotic
model (the so-called split-balance model of wind-
driven seas [see Badulin et al., 2005, 2007] our ap-
proach implies an additional assumption of quasi-
stationarity of the wave field. The time derivative
∂Hs/∂t should be much less than the convective
term Cg∇Hs (Cg is wave group velocity) that al-



lows to reduce the problem to a fetch-limited setup.
All the model assertions would be validated against
the spatial estimates of wave period Tp available
from global wave model products such as WAM or
Wavewatch. These models show quite reasonable
performance in reproducing wave periods across
the globe. At the same time, their application to
the altimetry measurements requires special solu-
tions when spatial and temporal scaling should fol-
low strict physical constraints of sect.2.3. It makes
such verification of our results to be an important
point of the authors’ agenda.
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